In this article we give a very simple proof of a basic theorem about the class BMO in the multiple parameter setting.
The purpose of this note is to give a very simple proof of the following result.
THEOREM. Suppose f G L°°(R2) and let u denote its biharmonic extension to R+ x R^. Then |ViV2u|22/ij/2^2i dz2 is a Carleson measure on R2^ x R^.
For the definition of Carleson measure, as well as notation which we use here, see Chang [1] and Chang-Fefferman [2] .
The theorem above is due to Alice Chang [1] . Somewhat later alternative proofs were found by R. Fefferman [3] and E. M. Stein [4] . Stein's proof is already quite short and is based on identities for harmonic functions and Green's theorem, while ours is real variable in nature. What follows is the result of discussions and work with Alice Chang, R. R. Coifman, and Y. Meyer, and the author wishes to thank them.
Our proof is based on the following simple lemma:
LEMMA. Let ibi(x) for i = 1,2 be a function on R1 supported in \x\ < 1 with || ipi \\i= 1, ib i G L2, and f 4>i = 0. Let fi Ç R2 be an open set of finite measure, and define By the strong maximal theorem |Ab¿| < C2k+:>(k + /)|fi|, and Minkowski's inequality gives £*(/) < Ylj k ^*t.j(/)-Taking the estimate of ]fifc,j| into account and summing (~) on k,j completes the proof.
